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A Letter to the desk of the Editor 
 

Hello Folks, 
Life is changing. And day by day we are engulfed by the cutting edge technology. 
Now days virtual reality is a talk of the old school. Now augmented reality is the 
new trend in the town. And SketchUp is not lacking behind in this trend. In this 
issue, we are focusing in this interesting trend of viewing the SketchUp models in 
augmented reality. Hope that you will find this new genre of viewing the SketchUp 
model quite interesting. Apart from this, there are many more new interesting 
subjects here. But before introducing that I have an interesting announcement 
especially for the new SketchUp artist. SketchUp ur Space is going to arrange a 
SketchUp competition. Entries will be open from 1st August. For more details 
please log in to our Facebook page at: 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sketchup-ur-Space/136450653087533.  
 
Now I come to the other part of the magazine of July issue. Here you find a 
wonderful article on augmented reality from the maker of a AR Plugin. Hussain 
Fadllallah continues to wave his magic wand to give us some wonderful tricks of 
SketchUp. An interview of Bonnie Roskes is a really interesting piece to read. She 
in the chit chat shows how interestingly she got involved in the writing of 
SketchUp. The regular blog of Jim Leggitt definitely help all the SketchUp 
artists to learn new style in rendering. Our regular blog dig into the history of 
SketchUp and has found out how it has become our favorite tool. The Tips and 
Tricks section help you to draw layers better than ever.  
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Hope that you will like this publication of Sketchup ur Space. We will love to hear 
feedback from you. Please send me your views at 
debarati@sketchup4architect.com. 
Happy Reading! 
 

KNOWLEDGE IS THAT FRUIT THAT GROWS BIGGER WHEN 
SHARED!     

 

           
Best wishes  

Debarati Nath  
Editor 

For any feedback and query please mail us in debarati@sketchup4architect.com   
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Augmented Reality and SketchUp: A New 
Trend 

 
By: Debarati Nath 
 
Augmented Reality is a way to direct 
view of a physical, real world 
environment of which elements are all 
augmented by computer generated 

sensory input. It is a fusion of real 
and virtual world. It is called the 
mediated reality, in which sector the 
view of reality is modified possibly 
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diminished by a computer. And as per 
the result of this, the technology 
called augmented reality functions by 
enhancing viewer’s current perception 
of reality. You can say that, virtual 
reality replaces the real world with a 
simulated once. 

 
Now Augmented Reality or AR is a hot 
and crispy topic on the web. With the 
growing interest in this sector in last 
two years this technology has changed 
the information sharing system a lot. 
Now people are having better  

 

 
 
 

understanding especially in the 
sectors like architecture. There are 

many augmented reality plug ins for 
Google  
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SketchUp available. In the sector of 
3D modeling it creates a live video 
stream with the 3D model to create 
the illusion of that model like it is a 
physical object in the real world.  
 
To make AR work for SketchUp you 
need some things like a webcam or a 
build in webcam with the laptop, a 3D 
model made of SketchUp, a printed 
out paper target and lastly the AR 
software itself who put all the things 
together. The concept of augmented 
reality has been applied to futuristic 
interfaces. 

There are some plug ins like AR Media 
plug ins for SketchUp with which help 
you can see the SketchUp models in 
augmented reality. With the help of 
this plug in you can place the 3D 
models over the live video from your 
webcam and move it around. This AR 
Media Plug ins help you to calculate 
the planes on the live footage. And it 
is possible for the sheet you have 
printed out already that allows the 
software to calculate the distance and 
inclination.
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With the help of this plug in you can 
see the model virtually. And this 
definitely helps to have a better 
understanding of your SketchUp 
model. All you have to do is just 
downloading the free Google 
SketchUp, managing a webcam and the 
pro or free (for 30 seconds only) 
version of AR Media plug in. Now you 
can draw a 3D model or download from 
Google 3D Warehouse and make a 
print out on the paper. And you are 
prepared to play with your SketchUp 
model virtually in the real world.   
 
AR Media is created by our friend 
Inglobe Technologies. It is an Italian 

company which is creating a wave in 
the world of technology by 
introducing AR Media Plug in. 
Modelers can distribute and show 3D 
models virtually to their clients. It 
will help them to have a better 
communication with their clients. The 
virtual model also helps them to 
analyze the model in depth. So don’t 
wait guys! At first download the AR 
plug in from the web and start to play 
with it to create a virtual world really.      
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Rendevous with Bonnie Roskes, The SketchUp 
writer 
 

 Hello Bonnie! Please tell us something about yourself. 
 
 Hello Debarati and everyone else at SketchUp UR Space! Some personal 

details about me: I'm a professional engineer (lapsed, since I've been writing 
for 14 years now), and I used to design, inspect, and rehabilitate bridges. 
Since having kids I prefer writing for two reasons: no more outside work in 
the freezing cold, and I have more flexibility to spend time with my kids (I 
have five kids, ranging from age 10 to 4, including a set of twins). Plus it's a 
little rare to be an engineer who can actually write, so I'm glad to have a 
career that takes advantage of both skills!  
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      I live in Washington DC - a great town with a lot of political noise and 
hot, humid summers. 
 

 
 

 How did you find SketchUp? 
  
 I found SketchUp in 2001 when it was owned by @Last Software, and 

Version 2 was current. Seems like ancient history! I had done some writing 
for several other CAD applications, helped along by my engineering 
background, and I was looking for more contract work producing CAD 
tutorials and training materials. When I contacted @Last, they said they 
didn't want to hire a full-time writer, but they did want someone to write a 
third-party book they could promote and recommend. So I wrote one, and 
I've been writing about SketchUp ever since.  

 
I've gotten to know the SketchUp people over the years, and many of those 
I met in 2001 are still there. They are a warm, friendly, and fun bunch of 
people. And of course, very smart! 
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 You are with SketchUp since 2001. Till date how do you see the evolution of 
SketchUp? 

 
 It's been quite amazing, actually. I think if SketchUp still only had the 

features from Version 5 or 6, it would still be hugely popular. Since 
their acquisition by Google; most of the new features are Google-
related, which is great, but they've also managed to throw in great 
modeling tools as well, like the new solid modeling tools. I'm partial to 
LayOut as well, and not only because I have a book on it! 

 
 How do you like to see SketchUp growing? 
 

 As I imagine a lot of people would, I'd really like to see some of more 
popular plugins become part of SketchUp itself. The obvious problem is 
choosing which of the thousands of plugins would make it in. Plugins can 
boost SketchUp to the level of a very sophisticated modeling 
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application, but a lot of people are intimidated by them - they don't 
know where to find them, how to install them, or how to use them. 

 
Another wish is that Google would promote SketchUp for education as 
strongly as they promote many of their other products such as Blogger, 
Docs, Google Earth, etc. For each teacher that has found and fallen in 
love with SketchUp, there are 100 who have never heard of it. Between 
Google Earth and SketchUp, nearly every school subject can benefit 
from these applications: math, history, geography, art, even social 
studies. (Of course, this is somewhat of a selfish wish - the more 
teachers know about SketchUp, the more books I can sell!) 
 

 
 

 What is your inspiration to write material on SketchUp? 
 

 First, I write about SketchUp because it's fun and I can get creative - 
more creative than I probably would have been as a bridge engineer. 
Second, it's possible to write about every single tool and feature 
because of SketchUp's relatively small tool set, compared to programs 
like AutoCAD. Third, I write because I need to make some money :-) 
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 You are interactive with many kids and write for them. How is the popularity 

of SketchUp among the kids? 
 

 My older kids have been using SketchUp since they were old enough to 
understand the tools - starting around age 6. It's been interesting to 
see how the sophistication of their designs has improved as they get 
older.  

 
I also teach a weekly enrichment class on SketchUp for grades 2-5 at 
a local school, and I basically just walk around the room, offering tips 
and suggestions. I'm always amazed at what these kids come up with on 
their own. And it's not a quiet room - the kids are calling their friends 
over to show off what they've made - SketchUp helps their sense of 
pride and self-respect. 

 
The 3D Warehouse is a huge boon with kids, since they can include 
whatever they want (a robot, sports car, dinosaur) in their models even 
if they don't yet have the skills to create these objects from scratch. 
And seeing what others have modeled inspires the kids to figure out 
how to do more! 
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 What is the specialty of your books in respect to other SketchUp books? 

 
 Well so far nobody else has written SketchUp books for kids. My 

ModelMetricks Series shows how to create all sorts of 3D models, and 
GeomeTricks books focus on 2D and 3D geometry. (And not just 
geometry - these books are great for kids who like art, mosaics, 
patterns, etc.)  

 
What sets my pro-level books apart (The Google SketchUp Hands-

On books) is that you don't just read them, you have to follow along 
and make the models in the book, step by step. The idea is "learning by 
doing" - you can only really learn modeling software by using it. Most 
other books are heavy on text; I rely more on the pictures illustrating 
each step, with concise, clear instructions. 
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 Please tell us something about your writing for kids. 
 

 Until 2006 I had only been writing for design pros: architects, 
engineers, woodworkers, etc. Then when Google took over and made a 
free version, I heard from a huge number of teachers who had run 
across SketchUp (teachers love free things!) but weren't sure how to 
use it. So that's when I got started with the materials for kids.  

 
One teacher I heard from was Jon Choate, a math teacher from 

Groton School, who discovered that SketchUp is a fantastic tool for 
teaching geometry. That's how the GeomeTricks Series of books was 
born, with projects on 2D and 3D geometry. Jon and I have shown off 
some SketchUp projects at math conferences, and there are always 
gasps in the crowd the first time these teachers see an Escher tiling 
or a spinning dodecahedron. My work with Jon has also led to a 
SketchUp page on Drexel's Math Forum website, where I post a free 
geometry project once a month (but I take summers off!) 
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 Can you share something about your latest project? 
 

 In a departure from kids' stuff, my latest project is an interior design 
textbook, to be published later this year, or early next year, by 
Pearson Press. I'm no interior designer (I'm an engineer, remember - I 
can't put together a beautiful room to save my life), so I worked with 
my friend and designer extraordinaire Annie Elliott. The book is 
fabulous - there are chapters on creating furniture, working with 
colors and textures, using digital images, kitchen design, design 
presentation (layers, scenes, walk throughs), and a lot more. Once the 
book is out in textbook form, I'm hoping I can convince Pearson to 
publish a trade version, for all the do-it-yourself types out there. Wish 
me luck! 

 
 Please tell us your opinion about SketchUp? 
 
 Well obviously I'm among the millions of SketchUp addicts in the world. It's 

easy, fun, versatile and robust. And the small tool set is deceptively simple - 
people are often shocked at how powerful this free application is.  

 
Sometimes when I'm finishing a model for a kids' project or a 
geometric object, I'll practice the modeling steps so many times (just 
because it's fun), that I go to sleep still seeing SketchUp models in my 
head. 
 

 Please give some advice to the budding designers. 
 

 Easy advice: download SketchUp, watch a few YouTube videos, and 
start making things. Kids pick up SketchUp (and anything else on the 
computer) amazingly fast.  
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What I try to accomplish with my instructional materials is to 
introduce good design practices that kids might not otherwise stumble 
upon on their own. Using groups and components, texture positioning, 
the Intersect tool: these are all features that aren't obvious at first, 
but once you get used to them and start using them as much as 
possible, your modeling skills will skyrocket. And once you can visualize 
and show things in 3D, you'll be well on your path to the career of your 
choice - architecture, game design, film production, mechanical 
engineering. The world is your oyster! 
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 You are a professional structural engineer, a website owner and writer. How 
do you manage all your avatars at a time? 

 
 Well I don't spend much time on engineering anymore, unless I'm making a 

SketchUp model of a bridge! The website doesn't require much day-to-day 
work anymore, though it was a big effort to set up. It's the writing that 
takes time: coming up with new projects each month, updating old books, 
coming up with new books. I also do teacher training which I really enjoy. 
My kids are my biggest time investment, so I write when they're in school 
or asleep. I guess what's suffered in all of this is my cooking and 
housekeeping! 
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 According to you what is your favorite piece of writing? And what is so 
special about it? 

 
 My favorite is my book on Optical Illusions - one of the ModelMetricks 

Advanced books. It has nothing to do with 3D modeling at all - it just 
shows how to make space and color illusions that are eye-popping on a 
computer monitor. I'm also really proud of the interior design book we 
just completed - I can't wait to see how Pearson produces it. 

 
 What is your advice to the team of Sketchup ur Space? 
 

 I've been so impressed with how much you produce each week. 
SketchUp UR Space appears to truly be a labor of love for Debarati 
and the staff. I guess my advice would be to keep looking for 
interesting material, but you already seem to be pretty good at that! 
It's great that you focus on so many different people, of different 
ages, industries, countries. It's broadened my horizons! 
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Continuing the journey 

 from AutoCAD to Sketch up 
By : Hussain Fadllallah 
 
Hi … 
Do you remember the last article about importing the DWG files into 3D SKP 
sketch up files? 
Here we continue this amazing journey …. 
Let's dive directly into work 
We have mentioned that there are three main steps to complete this operation 

1- Organizing AutoCAD file. 
2- Generate the geometry. 
3- Convert site objects from AutoCAD 

blocks into Sketch up components. 

Now :….. 
How can I Generate the geometry? 
After arranging all the AutoCAD file 
elements in specific layers, it is a must to 
create a new layer and called it "Flat 
work". In this layer I will gather and place 
all the lines in AutoCAD that represent the surfaces of the drawing, these 
surfaces which will be imported into sketch up and by connecting them ,they will 
create the normal sketch up surfaces. After that I have to make sure that the 
"Flat work" layer is the current layer by selecting it from the layers drop down 
menu. 
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Now it is time to import your AutoCAD plan into sketch up …Turn all the layers off 
except the "Flat work" layer ,and don't forget to purge your file by using the 
Drawing utilities option and chose Purge this will remove any unused elements in 
AutoCAD file and reduce the size of the file to ease the way for sketch up to 
import it quickly and smoothly.  
You finally get a shape like this shown in the image 
 
 
 → 
 
When you get your AutoCAD file imported into sketch up the imported drawing 
will be in an sketch up component so you need to explode it to create your 
geometries to get your sketch up faces. 
To successfully create faces in sketch up, all of edges must be connected to 
create a closed perimeter; also you will need to draft additional lines to close 
surfaces in most AutoCAD files. 
Next article we will live with sketch up extruding faces to complete this journey 
by the final touches, and together we will check the results of importing AutoCAD 
files into the amazing 3D world which presented by Sketch up.  
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Enhancing SketchUp with Augmented Reality 
Power 
By: AR Media 
 

 
Augmented Reality refers to the blending of digital and real world information by 
means of suitable computer interfaces in real-time. Since the launch of the AR-
media Plugin for Google SketchUp by Inglobe Technologies, the SketchUp 
community has got in touch for the first time with this new and incredible 
technology. Based on the ARmedia Augmented Reality Platform by Inglobe  
Technologies the ARmedia Plugin (or ARplugin for the friends) is especially 
targeted to enhance Google SketchUp with Augmented Reality functionalities. 
Basically it allows users to visualize and study their 3D creations directly in the 
physical space that surrounds them through a suitable visualization interface. The 
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software provides digital designers with a variety of easy-to-use and practical 
tools that serve the purpose of creating compelling Augmented Reality (AR) 
projects. 
With a community of more than ten thousand users worldwide, ARmedia Plugin is 
the first choice for every digital designer who wants to create AR content using 
SketchUp without programming skills. The ARplugin is especially targeted to 
content creators in the following areas: 

‐ AEC: Architecture, Engineering and Construction professionals and firms 
employ the ARplugin to enhance architectural visualization and BIM workflow 
with powerful AR features 

‐ Industrial Design: Industrial Designers employ the ARplugin to study their 
virtual prototypes in the real physical space 

‐ Publishing: Content Creators in the publishing industry employ the ARplugin 
as an irreplaceable aid to the design of engaging and interactive contents in 
association with the traditional print media 

‐ Exhibitions: Exhibition Designers use the ARplugin to create a whole new 
range of interactive experiences 

‐ Marketing: Content Creators in the Marketing industry use the ARplugin to 
create immersive experience for product placement and consolidation 

‐ Education: educators employ the ARplugin as a tool to improve learning and 
teaching experience in the classroom. 
 
 

Features & Benefits 
The ARplugin provides users with has a lot of features that  

‐ a ready to use Markers Library is available 
‐ users can create Multiple Markers scenes by associating different 3d 

models in a scene to different markers  
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‐ user
s can create independent Augmented Reality files with extension armedia 
and let other users enjoy them using the free AR-media Player via the 
Export feature 

‐ users can create their own markers 
‐ users can embed Video/Audio files inside their 3D objects 
‐ by creating “Occluders” objects users create invisible virtual objects that 

mirror the structure of the real-world scene in order to deal with real world 
occluders and thus use some real objects to hide virtual content in the 
observer view   

‐ advanced users can also customize AR interactions via XML  
‐ users have better control on the tracking algorithms using the Light Debug 

mode 
‐ Antialiasing to minimize visual artifacts  
‐ Real-time Rendering and support for a variety of animations types  
‐ Support for a wide range of HD webcams and cameras  
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‐ Support for a variety of Head Mounted Displays including eMagin Z800 3D 
Visor, I-O Display Systems i-Glasses, VR ProAR 

A Demo version and a Free Personal Learning Edition of the ARplugin are available 
for download. Other versions include the Professional Lite and Professional 
Editions. 
 
Inglobe Technologies Srl 
Inglobe Technologies is a leading company that specializes in the development of 
Augmented Reality solutions and software. Since the launch of the popular 
Augmented Reality platform, ARmedia, and related AR plugins to Google SketchUp 
and Autodesk 3ds Max, the company has emerged in the international market as a 
key provider of Augmented Reality solutions and software addressed to different 
market segments. With a strong commitment to applied research and sustainable 
solutions, Inglobe Technologies has become a reliable R&D partners for companies 
like Google SketchUp, Autodesk and Dassault Systemes. The company started its 
activities in late 2008 with the bootstrapping effort of its founding members. 
Currently, Inglobe Technologies has adjacencies with some of the most important 
Research Institutions in the field of Augmented Reality, and its members 
contribute to the development of some of the most important software engines 
used in the AR field.  
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Contact Information 
Inglobe Technologies Srl 
Via Giacomo Matteotti 103 
03023 Ceccano (FR), Italy 
Telephone: +39 0775 603071 
Email: inglobe@inglobetechnologies.com 
Website: www.inglobetechnologies.com 
ARblog: http://arblog.inglobetechnologies.com 
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Three Different Renderings from a SketchUp Model 
Blog: Jim Leggitt 

  

I have taught students and professionals numerous visual presentation techniques 
ranging from traditional sketches and drawings to sophisticated computer hybrid 
methods involving 3D SketchUp models, Photoshop image manipulation and complex 
digital combinations of lines, textures and color. 

The three renderings shown below were created from the same base SketchUp 
model and represent just three of many different visual outcomes. It is important 
to learn how to communicate your design with the most effective rendering 
technique that matches the project complexity, schedule, budget and client 
expectations. I did not explain any “step-by-step” approach to how I produced 
these images but would rather”why” each is a strong visual representation.  

1.SketchUp Rendering  2.Photorealistic Rendering  3.Hybrid Watercolor 
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Google SketchUp Rendering  

  

When creating a presentation rendering straight from a Google SketchUp model, pay close 
attention to all of the basic 3D components, model settings and exporting options. I carefully 
placed each plant, person, shrub, tree and furniture component in this composition. I rotated 
the sun angle to create an ideal shadow cast onto the columns from the overhead pergola. 
Shadow light and dark intensity was adjusted for optimum contrast and I exported a high 
resolution image 5000pixels wide (which equates to an image 250dpi x 17inches wide). 

Note: this rendering option is quick and effective for concept design phases when the design is 
evolving. 

  

Photorealistic Rendering 
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The lack of glass reflection and flat lighting characteristics of a standard 
SketchUp model can be overcome using a photorealistic plugin to SketchUp such 
as Shaderlight. The lines disappear and the overall image has a softer and more 
realistic character. This visualization method is quite popular but can be a 
detriment to the design process if utilized too early in the design process. Some 
clients may react with “the design looks finished and there is no room for 
change…”. 

Note: Photorealistic renderings are most effective if the landscape trees and 
shrubs are well built 3D components.  

  

Hybrid Watercolor Rendering 
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This technique piggybacks onto the photorealistic option by using the same 
rendering with Shaderlight process, but “softens” the image with a layer of 
colored markers and digital filtering in Adobe Photoshop. I printed the 
photorealistic rendered image at a much lighter tone onto coated matte paper and 
colored most of the elements with very light Chartpak AD markers. The image was 
scanned at 300dpi and modified in Adobe Photoshop using the watercolor filter. 
Note:  

Note: This digital watercolor option has maximum detail from the SketchUp 
model, great lighting characteristics from the Shaderlight rendering process, and 
rich image character that you might encounter with a traditional watercolor.  

Cross Posted from Jim Leggitt’s Blog  
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History of SketchUp 
 
By: Debarati Nath  
 
We all know about how to draw in SketchUp. But do you know the background 
history of SketchUp? Who did invent this wonderful tool? How did Google come to 
know about it? Here I am with all these answers. In this edition of blog, I will 
discuss about the history of SketchUp. Hope that it will be interesting for the 
SketchUp lovers to know the history of their favorite tool. 
 

 
 

@Last Software’s Office 
 

There was a small company named @Last Software at Boulder, Colorado. The 
company was co-founded by Brad Schell and Joe Esch. Seeing the complexity of 
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the available 3D programs of the market they thought to make a 3D program 
which is not only for techno geek. Anyone from a video jockey to school children 
can use the software. Though they didn’t want the complexity, they want the 
perfection of the other 3D tools. To meet all the requirements they have to 
create something fantastic. And then they create SketchUp in August 2000. The 
tagline was ‘3D for everyone’. And we know that it is really 3D for everyone. 
According to them SketchUp "that would allow design professionals to draw the 
way they want by emulating the feel and freedom of working with pen and paper in 
a simple and elegant interface, that would be fun to use and easy to learn, and 
that would be used by designers to play with their designs in a way that is not 
possible with traditional design software. It also has user friendly buttons to 
make it easier to use." 
 

 
 

Brad Schell, Jim Leggitt, FAIA and Joe Esch at the 2008 Google Basecamp. 
 

SketchUp first came in focus light after winning the DigitalCAD Community 
Choice Award by Digital Media Net at its first tradeshow. Its unmatched 
simplicity as well as super fine quality and short learning time attracted both the 
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viewers and judges.  According to the Digital Media Net SketchUp “from @Last 
Software has been driven by the growing need among design professionals for a 
more intuitive and accessible 3D modeling program. The core of SketchUp is an 
interface in which the user simply draws the edges of the desired model in 3D 
space and the software automatically "fills" the shapes to create 3D geometry.” 
 
@Last Software then developed a plug in for Google Earth and SketchUp. 
Attracted by this integration of SketchUp with Google Earth, Google decided to 
acquire this company on 14 March, 2006. "'What's New? Well, about the biggest 
thing ever: we've been Googled,'" wrote Brad Schell. January 9, 2007 saw the 
release of SketchUp 6 featuring some new tools along with a Beta version of 
Google SketchUp LayOut. On September 1, 2010 the latest version of SketchUp 8 
was released. It has the improvements like geo location, match photo, color 
imagery and building maker integration.  
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How to Make Layers in Sketchup 
 
The "Opaque" slider in the "Layers" window makes SketchUp layers transparent. 
Flag this photo 
Layers are one kind of tool the 3-D design program Google SketchUp offers to help you 
organize your designs. A scenario illustrates how layers work. For a house design, you can 
place the house object on one layer, while creating several different landscapes on 
separate layers. By setting this up, and turning off the visibility of all but one of the 
landscape layers and the house layer, you can try out different landscaping designs for 
the same house. Making a new layer involves working with the controls in SketchUp's 
"Layers" window. 
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Difficulty: 

  

Moderate 

Instructions 
 

 Open SketchUp and then click the "Window" menu, followed by "Layers." This 
displays the "Layers" window, which will show the default layer, "layer0." You 
cannot delete or rename this layer. 

 
 Click the window's + button to create a new layer. SketchUp will highlight the new 

layer to show that it's now the current layer. Any new objects you create go on 
the current layer. 

 
 Type any name for layer. You may want to name the layer based on an object you'll 

create on it. For example, if you're designing a door, you could write "door" for 
the layer's name. 

 
 Click any of SketchUp's drawing tools, and then drag in the drawing window to 

draw something. For example, click the "Rectangle" tool and drag to create a 
rectangle. The shape you create will help you see how layers work. 

 
 Click the checkbox in the "Layers" window for the currently selected layer. The 

shape you drew will disappear, which tells you that the checkbox control changes 
the visibility of the layer. 
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 Click the checkbox to restore your object's visibility. 

 
 Create another layer with another object using the instructions from steps 2 

through 4. SketchUp will highlight the new layer, which indicates it's now the 
active layer. New objects you create will appear on that layer. 

 Click the arrow icon at the top right of the "Layers" window, and then click "Color 
by Layer." The objects you drew have now changed color. Each one appears with 
the same color as the swatch indicated for the object's layer in the "Layers" 
window. For example, if the "Layers" window shows a red color swatch for "Layer0" 
and a blue swatch for "Layer1," the "Layer0" object you drew will appear as red, 
while the "Layer1" object will appears in blue. This system for color coding layers 
lets you clearly see which layer an object belongs to. 
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A New Destination for Geo Modeler 
 

Google has unveiled a redesigned website of your World on 3D on 27th June. This 
is an exclusive place for the geo modeler of the whole world. Geo modelers are 
those people who design 3D models of the building with the help of SketchUp and 
Building Maker and put that model on Google Earth and Google Map. With the help 
of this website, the geo modelers of all over the world can connect with each 
other. In this website there are all the tools which are required for geo modeling.  
 
With the help of those tools the geo modeler can start modeling just after 
visiting the web site. This is not the last. There are examples of geo modeling 
showcasing the work of different fellow modelers around the world. This process 
helps them to connect, communicate and help each other.   
 
When Google acquired the @Last Software five years ago they had the plan to 
cover the Google earth and Google Map with the 3D models of the building. This is 
another positive step of Google to make the world in 3D. They choose SketchUp 
as the main designing tool. After that Building Maker join the league. It is a big 
opportunity for the geo modeler to build a virtual mirror of our world. Making the 
world in 3D is a hot topic now. And Your World in 3D is a great place of the 
booming virtual world. If you search in Google Earth you will find that hundreds of 
villages and cities are there in 3D map from every corner of the earth.  
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And Your World in 3D is the one destination where all the people see the buildings 
of cities and villages. Here they can promote their business by building 3D model 
of their business building or shop. 3D models are here to fight the natural 
calamity and disaster. It is also help to attract tourism of the town. Apart from 
this there is a great way to civic pride. There are many opportunities to find out 
innovative and surprising ways of using this data available in this website. In this 
way Your World in 3D has become a hot place to create, share or find out your 
building on Google Map.   
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e-on software opens 3D Environment 
Competition 2011 
e-on software, makers of 3D sky light and nature technologies has opened the 
sixth edition of its 3D Environment Competition with $6,200 of prizes for the 
winner 

The competition is designed to showcase the capabilities of 3D technology for CG 
environments. 

 

In association with Maxon, Google SketchUp, Pixologic, 3D World Magazine, 
3D Total, Ballistic Publishing, CG Society, and Cornucopia3D, there are a 
range of prizes up for grabs. 

These include a massive $6,200 worth of prizes for the winner, including: 

Vue 9.5 xStream 
3D Total Mega Bundle 
Cinema 4D Prime Release R12 
ZBrush 4 
Sketchup Pro 8 
Carbon Scatter Multi CE 
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LumenRT Review for SketchUp 
d’Artiste Character Modeling Volume 1,2 & 3 
1 year subscription to 3D World magazine 
1 year subscription to 3D Creative and 2D Artist magazines 
$100 voucher for Cornucopia 3D contentRealism in Vue Training book 
1 year CGSociety membership 

There are also huge bundles for first and second runner ups with many of the 
same prizes. 

Any version of e-on’s Vue software, including Pioneer and the Personal Learning 
Edition (PLE), which are available for free, can be used to enter the competition 
either standalone or in combination with any other 3D application. 

Entrants can also use Carbon Scatter, e-on software’s instancing plugin for 3ds 
Max, Maya and Cinema4D. 

Judging will be based on the quality, realism and artistic merit of the entries, and 
not on the software version used to create them. 

There’s a list of high profile judges taking part, including ILM’s Paul Huston, 
Rhythm and Hues’ Mikael Genachte, and 3D World’s very own editor Steve 
Jarratt. 

Submissions 

Entrants can submit their work until 31 August 2011, and winners will be 
announced on 8 September. For more information visit e-on 
software’s competition page. 
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Artlantis Young Architect Promotion 

Abvent, publisher and editor of Artlantis, announced today a new promotion 
targeting recently graduated young architects and designers. They are 
invited to convert their Artlantis Studio student license into a full 
commercial Artlantis Render 3 license or Artlantis Studio 3 license at a 
discount of up to 45%. 

The student serial number is required for identification. Only student serial 
numbers purchased prior to July 1, 2011 will be accepted. Expired serial 
numbers can also be referenced, provided that the young architect or 
his/her employer did not obtain a license within the framework of another 
Young Architect program. 

Eligible users are invited to contact their local reseller for exact pricing and 
conditions.  This rare offer is valid only through August 31, 2011. 

About Artlantis 
Artlantis is the fastest, stand-alone rendering application developed 
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especially for architects and designers, ideal for quickly and easily creating 
high resolution 3D renderings, QuickTime VR Panoramas, Objects and 
animations. A recognized leader in preview window technology, Artlantis is 
the rendering software used by architects, designers and urban design 
professionals in more than 80 countries. 

For more information, please contact: 
Julianna Gulden, International media relations manager 
gulden@abvent.com 
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V-Ray for Rhino and V-Ray for SketchUp 
Downloads and Resources Now Available on 
the Chaos Group Website 
You are just a few simple steps away from downloading the latest builds, 
materials and tutorials for V-Ray for Rhino and V-Ray for SketchUp. 

The Chaos Group team would like to extend a very special "thank you" to all 
ASGVIS users who have shown great patience and understanding during the 
transition process to the Chaos Group unified site. 

V-Ray for Rhino and V-Ray for SketchUp Customers and Demo Users, 
the process has been made much easier than previously, and you can now 
confirm your account with us in a few simple steps. 

If you had an ASGVIS website account and remember the email you have 
registered with you can confirm your account at Chaos Group website 
following a few simple steps: 

1.Click this link and attempt to login at the upper right corner using the same 
EMAIL ADDRESS you used with your ASGVIS account. Please note: This is 
your EMAIL, not your previous LOGIN name. ONLY insert an email address 
in the username field and leave the password field blank. 

2.Renew your password. If your email address is recognized you will be 
prompted with a web page to renew your password. If not, please register a 
new account at our website. 
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3.Confirm your account by following the instructions in the email that has 
been sent to you. 

If you do not remember the email you used for the ASGVIS site, you can 
create a new account at the Chaos Group Site. 

Once you have registered, you will be provided with access to the product 
builds and tutorials. If you would like to receive access to the V-Ray 
Materials, you will need to login to our website and fill in the FORM with 
your company and license data. 

Note: V-Ray Materials are available to all V-Ray for Rhino and SketchUp 
customers. If you do not own a full commercial copy you will need to 
purchase a license of the software in order to take a full advantage of all 
privileges available to Chaos Group customers. 

Chaos Group forum access rights 

If you would like to transfer your forum account now, please check out how. 
We currently require that you have two different accounts, one for the 
Chaos Group website and another one for the Chaos Group forums, please 
make sure you confirmed both or registered for both. 

Note: V-Ray for Rhino and SketchUp customers are entitled to full forum 
rights once their forum account has been confirmed. Demo users receive 
read only rights upon account confirmation. 

If you experience any problem activating your forum account or filling in the 
form in order to confirm your access rights, please contact us at 
support@chaosgroup.com 
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New builds, materials, tutorials are now easily accessible 
at chaosgroup.com 

The Chaos Group team will continue to provide tutorials and new materials on 
a regular basis. New materials are now available to all V-Ray for Rhino and 
SketchUp customers. 

Cross posted from Chaos Group 
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Abvent releases Lo-Poly Animals Media 
DVD 
Paris, July 25, 2011 -- Abvent has announced the release of its latest 
Media DVD, Lo-Poly Animals.  The Lo-Poly Animals DVD contains 146 fully-
textured, high definition 3D models. The large collection of animals, birds, 
fish, and insects can be used in still images as well as in animations to 
breathe more life into rendered scenes. Users can add birds or animals to 
zoo scenes with a simple drag & drop. These inanimate objects are created 
from the Dosch Design Collection and are compatible with Artlantis versions 
2 and 3. 
The suggested retail price of Lo-Poly Animals is €119 (US$149).  Customers 
are invited to contact their Artlantis reseller for local pricing and delivery 
conditions. 
About Artlantis 
Artlantis is a family of stand-alone rendering applications developed 
especially for architects and designers.  Artlantis Render is designed for 
those seeking high-resolution 3D renderings, while Artlantis Studio is ideal 
for quickly and easily creating high-resolution 3D renderings, as well as 
QuickTime® VR Panoramas, QuickTime® VR Objects and animations.  
Artlantis interfaces directly with ArchiCAD™, Revit™, SketchUp™ Pro, 
VectorWorks™, and Arc+™.  With the addition of the DWF, OBJ and FBX 
import formats and updated DXF, DWG and 3DS plug-ins, Artlantis 
seamlessly interacts with all the leading CAD software as well.  Themed 
collections of materials, parametric textures, and objects known as Artlantis 
Media enable users to simulate life-like scenes in a realistic environment.  A 
recognized leader in preview window technology, Artlantis is the rendering 
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software used by architects, designers and urban design professionals in 
more than 80 countries. 
-end- 
For more information, please contact: 
Julianna Gulden, International media relations manager 
gulden@abvent.com 
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Mansycom to market Google''s 3-dimensional 
software in India 

Mumbai, Jul 12 (PTI) Yash Birla Group company Mansycom Consultants today said 
it has partnered with Google to market and distribute the search engine giant's 
premium 3-dimensional modeling software package 'Google SketchUp Pro' in India. 
"The tie-up to distribute and market Google SketchUp Pro is synergetic with our 
company operations, as we are into 3D, 4D and 5D simulation services field in 
India. Google SketchUp Pro has found a niche in architecture, landscape design, 
real estate development, interior design, furniture building and to other design 
professions," Mansycom President Suresh K Gupta said in a release here. 
Mansycom is a subsidiary of Yash Birla Group firm Birla Aircon Infrastructure. 
The company offers services using 'Google SketchUp Pro' and other latest 
building technology solutions that provide architects or designers and all the 
stake holders a real-time seamless linkage between design, estimates and 
construction schedule in order to control cost escalations and reduce delays in 
project implementation. 
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 Next Limit Technologies announce new Maxwell 
Render plug-in for MicroStation 
Release date: 20/07/2011 
MADRID, SPAIN - Next Limit Technologies, the creators of Maxwell Render, are 
excited to announce a new Maxwell Render plug-in for MicroStation V8i.  
The Maxwell Render plug-in will now allow MicroStation V8i users to render with 
Maxwell Render directly inside their platform. The new plug-in opens up the 
Maxwell Render world to a wider audience of engineering, architectural and design 
firms, allowing them to render their 3D projects and images with incredible 
lighting accuracy and realistic, eye-catching quality.  
“We´re very pleased to launch a brand new plug-in connection between 
MicroStation and Maxwell Render”, says Victor Gonzalez, CEO Next Limit 
Technologies. “The MicroStation community have been waiting a long time for this 
and we are very excited to once again see MicroStation users creating the highest 
quality renders with Maxwell Render. This plug-in is the first version of a new 
development that will be maintained by Next Limit.” 
This new Maxwell Render plug-in for MicroStation performs direct geometry and 
exports materials from MicroStation to Maxwell MXS scene and MXM material 
files. The plug-in also allows the user to “cache” the textures used by the cached 
MXMs, so that data can be served quickly. The plug-in is interactive, decreasing 
the set-up time and increasing productivity.  
The Maxwell Render plug-in for Microstation is free for all existing Maxwell 
Render 2.x customers. This release also includes a watermarked demonstration 
version of Maxwell Render for MicroStation available at 
www.maxwellrender.com/mw2_demo.php. 
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More information on plug-
in:http://www.maxwellrender.com/pdf/release_notes/MaxwellRenderExport-
v1.0.0-A4.pdf 
Information on MicroStation:http://www.bentley.com/es-
ES/Products/MicroStation 
Contact Information: For more Maxwell Render information, please see 
http://www.maxwellrender.com or contact salesdesk@nextlimit.com 
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July 12, 2011 Press Release 
E-on Software Ships LumenRT Review Release 1.2! 
NEW AUTO-SCALE LIGHTING FEATURE IMPROVES LARGE MODEL 
PROCESSING 
PERFORMANCE 
July 12, 2011. Beaverton, Oregon: e-on software the leader in 3D sky, light and 
nature technologies, today announced the availability of a new update for 
LumenRT Review for SketchUp, the company’s revolutionary new real-time 3D 
product for the visualization of architectural projects. The new release 
adds the ability to process larger models such as large structures and cities with 
greater speed. The auto-scale lighting feature can improve performance by 30% 
to 300% depending on the size of the model with a resulting tradeoff of lower 
lighting quality. The new build also adds several quality and reliability 
enhancements to improve overall performance and stability. As an example, new 
optimizations in Release 1.2 can lead to a 14x gain on pre-processing time! 
LumenRT users may download this important new release for free, directly from 
e-on’s website. 
 
Industry Recognition and Early Adopters Testimonials 
After just over a month since commercial release, the 3D World CG Awards 2011 
jury, composed of 17 industry experts, nominated LumenRT for the Plug-in of the 
Year award! This industry recognition is echoed by current LumenRT users. 
Following is a short collection of the feedback e-on software is receiving: 
"LumenRT offers a solution that is better looking, simpler to navigate, and 
protects the work file. This is very good for us and our clients!", Ronen Bekerman, 
owner of Polytown Studio. Read Ronen’s User profile at 
www.lumenrt.com/showcase. 
“The ability to share the entire model in an easily navigable, visually pleasing is a 
great feature and could really help when you're explaining design intent to 
clients!”, Ben Kitching, 3D Consultant at Jigsaw. 
"LumenRT provides the flexibility and freedom to quickly set up, output, and 
browse the virtual scene! 
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The high-fidelity output creates a very nice impression and impact.", Xijin Cai. 
Gaze at Xijin’s fantastic work with LumenRT at www.lumenrt.com/showcase. 
“I was amazed the first time I saw LumenRT in action. I love the speed at which it 
converts my SketchUp models to real-time LiveCubes. The rendering quality and 
the way LumenRT converts and animates my textures is fantastic! And taking 
snapshots or creating animations is so easy!”, Oscar Chacón Rodríguez 
 
Pricing and Availability 
LumenRT Review for SketchUp and SketchUp Pro currently retails for $195 
(introductory price –SRP: $295). 
LumenRT is a 32 & 64 bits application, designed for the Windows® 32/64 bits XP, 
Vista and Windows 7 as well as Intel Mac OS X platforms (v10.6+). 
Visit http://www.lumenrt.com/purchase for detailed system requirements and 
purchasing options. 
To gain better insight into how LumenRT operates, a set of sample LumenRT 
LiveCubes™ and some electronic documentation is available for download at 
http://www.lumenrt.com/download. 
Visit www.lumenrt.com for more information. 
About e-on software 
E-on software is the leading developer of solutions for the creation, animation, 
rendering and integration of natural 3D environments. Offering a wide array of 
Digital Nature products and applications, e-on software provides solutions adapted 
to every project and budget. E-on software products are used worldwide by the 
film, television, architecture, game, science, educational and entertainment 
industries. E-on software products were used in features film such as "Avatar", 
"Clash of The Titans", "The Wolf Man", "2012", "The Imaginarium of Doctor 
Parnassus", "GI Joe – The Rise of The Cobra", "The Proposal", "Land Of The Lost", 
"Terminator 4, "The Curious Case of Benjamin Button", "Indiana Jones 
4", "Monster Vs Aliens", "Australia", "The Spiderwick Chronicles", "KungFu Panda", 
"Pirates of the Caribbean 2" and TV series such as "Battlestar Gallactica", 
"Stargate Atlantis" and more. Read more on these stories in e-on software's 
Spotlights section: www.e-onsoftware.com/spotlight. 
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E-on software was founded on the premise that powerful graphics tools should 
never get in the way of the designer’s creativity. By investing significant 
resources into research and development, e-on software is able to deliver cutting-
edge, user friendly technologies that produce stunning Digital Nature scenery. E-
on software is based in Beaverton, Oregon with a European office in Paris, France. 
Visit their website at http://www.e-onsoftware.com. 
Press Contacts 
press@e-onsoftware.com 
971-327-6008 (US) or +33 1 43 14 28 15 (Europe) 
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Why should you use IRender nXt?  

We make it easy for you to create top quality renderings. 
  
You probably won't get everything perfect the first time, but we make it easy to 
start with a good rendering and then make changes to make it better. 

 We make your current models work. If you can draw it in SketchUp, we will 
render it.   (Many rendering add-ons can't handle special items like section 
planes, images, faces with materials on both sides, Photo-Match materials, 
etc.) 
   

 You can make great renderings - especially exteriors - right out of the 
box. Our default lighting scheme creates subtle shadows and top notch 
renderings - even before you add lights, reflective materials and other 
special features. 
   

 Is is easy to make changes, and then re-render it again. Rendering settings 
are set and saved in the SketchUp model, making it easy to use them again 
after making changes. (Some rendering packages require you to re-extract 
the model and re-apply special materials, etc. before rendering the changed 
model.) 
   

 Post Processing make it easy to make small changes - You can change 
things - such as lighting levels and material colors - even after the rendering 
is complete. Lighting Channels, Material Channels, and special filters make it 
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easy to make changes to the final rendering, with having to start over again. 
   

 We are there for you. If you have questions or problems, just let us know. 
We, and other IRender nXt users are very quick to respond to the forum, 
and can usually solve your problems and get you on your way.  

Make the right choice now. Choose the easy-to-use, powerful, and complete 
rendering package - IRender nXt.  
 

Download IRender nXt and give it a try. Check out our videos. You will be glad that 
you chose the best combination of features, ease or use and professional support 
available. 

Other links 

 May 2011 Newsletter - Realistic Fog  
 April 2011 Newsletter - Interactive 3D Presentations, New SpaceDesign 

Release  
 Older Newsletters  
 Render Plus Blog  

 Render Plus Home Page, Forum and Help Desk  
 IRender nXt Image Gallery  
 Render Plus Products  
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